
A poem is a piece of writing that 
expresses feelings and ideas 
using imaginative language.

What is a Poem?

People have been writing 
poems for thousands of years.

A person who writes poetry
is called a poet.



Poets choose words very carefully 
when they are writing. The words are 

organised into lines and verses.

The Parts of a Poem

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?

In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand, dare seize the fire?

The words in a poem 
are grouped into 

lines.

The lines are grouped 
into verses

(which are also
known as stanzas).

Excerpt from The Tyger by William Blake



Poets choose 
their words 

very carefully 
when they 
are writing.

Similes
Using as or like

to compare things.

Metaphors
Describing one thing as 
being something else.

Personification
Giving human qualities to 
an animal or an object.

Hyperbole
Using an extreme 

exaggeration for effect.

Alliteration
Using the same letter or 

sound at the start of words 
in a phrase or sentence. 

Onomatopoeia
Words that, when spoken, 
make the sound that they 

represent.

Poems may include figurative language. 
This suggests ideas and creates images 

in the reader’s mind. It can include...

Vocabulary



Personification is where an object or animal 
is given human qualities in a piece of writing.

Personification

The flowers 

danced in 

the sunlight.

The moon smiled as it 

looked down upon us.

"Ah, William, we're weary of weather,”
said the sunflowers, shining with dew.
"Our travelling habits have tired us.
Can you give us a room with a view?”

They arranged themselves at the window
and counted the steps of the sun,
and they both took root in the carpet
where the topaz tortoises run.
-----------------------------------------------------

In this poem (by William Blake)

the sunflowers talk to to the poet, 

explaining how tired they are.

They also travel together, just

like people do.

The owlet shed a tear 

when its mother flew away.



Onomatopoeia (A word that 
makes the sound it represents 
when it is spoken, e.g. splash)
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Vocabulary (Choose your words very carefully) Similes (Compare things using ‘like’ or ‘as’)

Personification (When an 
animal or object is given human 
qualities)

Metaphors (Describe one thing 
as being something else)

Alliteration (Repeating sounds in a group of words)
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Acrostic
An acrostic is a poem in 
which the first letter of 
each line spells out a 

word or message.
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London 

L  ights shine in the bustling city, 
O n the river Thames, boats float by, 
N ational museums educate and inspire. 
D reams brought to life on theatre stages, 
O xford Street shops that entice you in, 
N ew experiences everywhere.
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Haiku
A haiku is a Japanese 
poem with three lines. 

Each line has the following 
numbers of syllables: 

Line One - 5 syllables 
Line Two - 7 syllables 

Line Three - 5 syllables

Gleaming in the sun, 
The flowers sway in the breeze, 
Bees play together.
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Do you have 
a favourite poem?

Do you have 
a favourite poet?
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How does the poem 
make you feel?

What does the poem 
make you think of?



Acrostic 
A poem in which the first 
letter of each line spells 
out a word or message.

Alliteration 
When the same letter or sound 
appears at the start of words 

in a phrase or sentence.

Anthology 
A collection of poems or 
other pieces of writing.

Assonance 
When vowel sounds are 

repeated in nearby words.

Chorus 
Part of a song or poem that is 

repeated after each verse or stanza.
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big brown bear 

slow slithering 
snail

Go and mow… 

crumbling 
thunder

L ights shine in the bustling city, 
O n the river Thames, boats float by,  
N ational museums educate and inspire. 
D reams brought to life on theatre stages, 
O xford Street shops that entice you in, 
N ew experiences everywhere.
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Adjectives are describing words.

Size

small high

big tall

large long

medium short

huge low

Age

young ancient

old juvenile

elderly adolescent

youthful teenage

aged immature

Colour

pale vibrant

light warm

dark cold

bright dappled

bold glowing

Quantity

lots some

few many

heavy much

light full

enough empty

Appearance

pretty tall

handsome short

gorgeous slim

scruffy clean

plain dirty

Personality

good calm

nice shy

awful kind

evil brave

terrible helpful

Taste

tasty soft

ripe hard

salty yummy

sweet fresh

revolting delicious

Sound

quiet noisy

loud high

silent low

soft faint

harsh muffled

Touch

cold smooth

warm uneven

dry cuddly

damp wet

gooey icy

Smell

fresh bitter

sweet smoky

rotten fragrant

foul musty

fishy aromatic

Sight

clear pale

fuzzy cloudy

sunny shiny

bright dim

colourful murky

Can you think of any other adjectives?

Shape

bent curved

smooth square

solid straight

round pointed

flat triangular
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